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TRAILER MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION 
To be used with Commercial General Liability Application (ACORD 125) 

1. Does applicant manufacture the axles? ...........................................................................   Yes   No 

2. Do others manufacture any other components? ...............................................................  Yes   No 

If yes, explain ____________________________________________________________________  

3. Are certificates of Insurance obtained from all suppliers? .................................................  Yes   No 

4. Is there a brochure, photo, or drawing of the unit for review? ...........................................  Yes   No 

Please forward copy of each item. 

5. Maximum capacity (GVW) __________________________________________________________  

6. Are they made for a specific industry (e.g., horse trailer, utility, recreational vehicle, etc.)? 

..................................................................................................................................................  Yes   No 

7. Is the unit equipped with an independent braking system? ..............................................  Yes   No 

8. Do they fabricate, service or install trailer hitches on vehicles of others? .........................  Yes   No 

If yes, what percentage of operations? ________________________________________________  

9. Do others manufacture the hitches? ..................................................................................  Yes   No 

 If no, we will not be able to pursue. 

10. Do all units have a serial number? ...................................................................................   Yes   No 

11. Are records kept on each sale? .........................................................................................  Yes   No 

12. Will the applicant perform any customizing of units manufactured by others? .................  Yes   No 

13. Does the applicant perform any “frame stretching”? .........................................................  Yes   No 

14. Will they take units as trade for new sales? ......................................................................  Yes   No 

15. Do they sell used equipment to others? ............................................................................  Yes   No 

16. Provide estimated gross sales, broken down by all operations. ______________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________________  

17. Describe any public exposure to the premises.  Include property protection due to the inherent 
hazards associated with welding and fabricating exposures. ________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________________  

18. Does applicant have a Website? .......................................................................................  Yes   No 

If yes, provide address: ____________________________________________________________  

Tom
Firestone Agency of Florida Stamp
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